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INTRODUCTION
The ideal treatment for the Covid 19 virus is a vaccine but these
need updating to work against new variants. This note, written
by an engineer with no medical qualifications beyond a recovery
from a mild Covid infection, suggests a parallel and
complementary treatment.

In 1843 a Polish doctor Felix Boczkowski noticed that people
working in salt mines never had any lung problems. If you put
‘Polish doctor salt mines’ into Google you will get a deluge.
Asthmatic children in Eastern Europe are given breathing
exercises in salt mines...

Dr Mervyn Singer in a personal communication says that the
intensive care group at UCL uses saline nebulisers in critical care
to humidify lungs.

Air over land will contain 1000 or more aerosol particles in each
cubic centimetre which are large enough to trigger the formation
of a cloud drop. Standing on a beach with breaking waves can
produce a similar concentration of salt particles. Perhaps this
was why Victorian doctors would prescribe sea air. In some
polluted cities the aerosol number will reach 5000 per cubic
centimetre with some nasty ones from Diesel exhaust, human
skin and fragments of tyres and car brake linings. There should
be few objections about getting 1000 salt particles of salt per
cubic centimetre into people’s lungs. What we need is ways to
get the right amount of salt in the right size to all the people
who need it.

The Covid 19 virus has a diameter of 120 nanometres so its mass
would be about 10 -15 gram. We want to get a reasonable
fraction of salt particles into the smallest lung cavities, which are
called alveoli. Their internal diameter is about 200 microns
increasing when we breathe.

This means that the viruses can very easily get inside the alveoli
without too many getting stuck on the walls. This point to an
upper limit for most of the salt to get deeply in if we can use a
hunting analogy we want a shot gun not a rifle with bird shot
not buckshot. Following the gargling results the ones that stuck

to the walls of large lung passages might still is doing a useful
job.

The most basic way to get salt into lungs is with a salt pipe,
available from Amazon. These consist of a ceramic container
filled with quite large, ~5mm diameter crystals, kept in the
container between two grids with smaller holes, ~2 mm. shaking
the container will grind small fragments from the large ones.
Sucking air through the container as hard as you can move small
salt fragments into your lungs. You can just about taste the
result. The makers recommend three, five-minute sessions every
day. We could easily afford to give a salt pipe to every front-line
medical worker, to people like bus drivers with high exposure
risk and to all elderly people with a pre-existing medical
condition.

A more targeted application would be to insert a salt container
into the airline supplying oxygen to patients in intensive care
units. Shaking could be done with a small electric motor stirring
or tumbling the crystals or an electromagnetic vibrator. This
would allow a continuous salt supply which could be controlled
by the fraction of gas flow diverted through the salt. It could
alternate with humid air.

It is even possible to use the treatment for large populations
provided that there were no objections to involuntary,
uninformed medication. This would involve the use of salt
particle generation which has been designed for reversing global
warming by increasing cloud reflectivity proposed by John
Latham to exploit the Toomey effect. In contrast to the wide
range of particle sizes which would suit medical use we think
that a narrow size spread is desirable for climate control. The
present ideal is thought to be 0.8 micron drops of well-filtered
sea water which would evaporate to leave salt residues with a
mass of about 10 -14 grams, ten times the mass of a Covid 19
virus. After filtration through filters (originally designed to
remove 29 nanometre diameter polio viruses in drinking water)
the 3.5 % solution would be pumped through nozzles etched in
a silicon wafer. At this size evaporation would be rapid but the
Stokes equation with the Cunningham correction predicts that
falling speed for this size in still air would be negligible. The
entire London underground system could be treated to 1000
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particles per cubic centimetre with 20 grams of salt, the
Wembley stadium with 10 grams and the Albert Hall with only
1 gram. We could have individual generators on aircraft and
trains and treat entire hospitals.

High payload (100 kg) drones will soon be available from
Flowcopter. They could fly along 180 degree arcs upwind of
large cities to release salt to entire cities. A cylinder of air 40
kilometres in diameter and a kilometre high would need 12
tonnes. The site says that the UK uses two million tonnes of salt
a year for clearing ice from roads.

It would be useful to measure the size spectrum of the particles
in the air stream from a salt pipe. We need medical advice on
the range of particle sizes and the opinion about dosage in
oxygen streams. We should see if there is a lower incidence of
infection in people who live near rough seas which can be
separated from the difference in population density. Do
frequent dinghy sailors have a lower risk? With numbers for
good particle sizes we test various salt-crystal shaking
mechanisms. We could issue salt pipes to medical staff, staff bus
drivers and other vulnerable people and see if there is a
detectable reduction of infection. Culture surfaces in a Petri
dish could be exposed to salt spray through masks and then to a
virus.
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